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Report Date
July 11, 2018

Investigator Name
XXXXX

Facility/Agency Name
Kiley Developmental Center
Facility/Agency Address

Incident Location

1401 West Dugdale Circle
Waukegan, IL 60085

1401 West Dugdale Circle, XXXXXXXXX

Allegation
On March 29, 2018, the Office of the Inspector General received a reported allegation of neglect from Kiley
Developmental Center. It is alleged that, on March 28, 2018, XXXXX, XXXXX and XXXXX failed to provide
required “same room” supervision for Individual XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX, which allowed him to punch Individual
XXXXXXXXXXXX in the face, eye and nose.
Synopsis
According to XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX’s Behavior Intervention Plan (BIP), with most recent revision dated October
16, 2017, he required (Enhanced Supervision), was “same room” supervision, on 1st and 2nd shift(s) and “same room”
supervision with 15-minute checks, on 3rd shift. On March 28, 2017, at 4:30 PM, XXXXX relieved XXXXX, for his
30-minute break. XXXXX observed XXXXX, who was assigned as XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX’s “same room” staff,
with Individual XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX, in the living room. XXXXX, who was XXXXX, assigned XXXXX to
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX. XXXXX asked XXXXX and XXXXX about the supervision levels and was told that
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX and Individual XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX were the only individuals with “same room”
supervision requirements. XXXXX and XXXXX both observed XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX walking through the
home, as if his supervision level was “with staff”. XXXXXXXXXXXX walked in the kitchen around 5:10 PM – 5:15
PM, with a bleeding mouth, facial swelling, bruises and XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX was observed standing right
behind him. XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX admitted that he punched XXXXXXXXXXXX. XXXXX assessed
XXXXXXXXXXXX and he was sent to Vista Medical Center East (VMCE) for further testing.
Findings
Based on the facts in this case the following was concluded. The allegation of neglect is substantiated against
XXXXX. However, the allegation of neglect is unsubstantiated against XXXXX and XXXXX.
Recommendations
The Office of The Inspector General recommends the following: The facility address staff’s failure in following the
supervision requirement sheet, must implement a strategy to inform staff of changes to guidelines and monitor staff
routinely. The facility address XXXXX altering the assignment accountability log and supervision check list. The
facility address uncertified XXXXX being assigned to individuals, with increased supervision level requirements.

